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April 09, 2022

CIRCULAR
Dear PTI leaders / Members, in pursuance of the Call of Prime Minister of Pakistan and Chairman Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf IMRAN KHAN for show of solidarity with him and to resist all efforts against his government. I
hereby request you all to show your solidarity on this Sunday 10th April, or on a day/ date that is workable in
your country and in your community.
Dear friends at this juncture, it is inherent on every overseas Pakistani, supporter of IMRAN KHAN to stand up
tall and be counted in your country / Community.
I request you to please:
1. Resist the design of Coward Conspirators against Prime Minister IMRAN KHAN. Under the Guise-of
electoral reforms they Wish to deny overseas Pakistanis of the constitutional right of Vote. Denial of
I / Voting to us which is our right as per the law and constitution of Pakistan.
2. Get active on all platforms of social Media and highlight the dishonest attempt for regime change in
Pakistan by the instrument of Corrupt and guilty who lead Pakistan into the brink of failing state over
the years.
3. Get together and collectively raise voice / express your solidarity with Pakistan and IMRAN KHAN.
4. In compliance with local laws of your host country demonstrate / agitate to raise awareness of this
Cowardly attempt.
5. Write at all forums / papers / Magazines / local political leadership / members of your parliament /
congress / legislative forums and sensitize them to the ground reality in Pakistan.
6 Highlight the Horse trading and jerry mend-ring the democratic principles and norms.
Please share all your activities and protest through WhatsApp and email to the undersigned for further
coordination.
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